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　　In Father Comes Home from the Wars: Parts 1, 2 & 3 (2014), Suzan-Lori Parks 
depicts a black slaveʼs experience of the American Civil War. Part 1 focuses on a black 
protagonist, Hero, who faces a difficult decision to go to war as a Confederate soldier. 
Going to war for the Confederacy means that he will fight for the American South in 
support of the maintenance of slavery when he wants to fight against it. But Hero 
decides to go to war, and he departs for the battlefield with his white owner, called 
Boss-Master. His wife, Penny, is left behind at home in West Texas. Part 2 is set on the 
battlefield, where Hero meets Smith, a Union soldier and a captive of Boss-Master 
(called Colonel in Part 2). Although Smith is a black man, he passes for white with his 
“fair” skin. After learning Smithʼs racial identity, Hero decides to free Smith from 
captivity. This is the end of Part 2. Then, in Part 3, Hero comes home from the war, 
alive. His survival and homecoming (along with the news of Boss-Masterʼs death) 
delight Penny very much, but soon the reunion scene disintegrates into total confusion 
as Hero suddenly announces his new wife, Alberta, expecting her to be welcomed. In 
desperation, Penny decides to leave Hero. The last scene shows Hero alone with his 
dog in an old slave cabin, preparing for the burial of the Boss-Master. 
　　Unlike many of Parksʼs black tragic protagonists, Hero survives his struggles and 
begins his life anew. He even changes his name to “Ulysses,” the name taken after the 
Union General Ulysses S. Grant. Nonetheless, the playʼs ending emphasizes the tragic 
aspect of the black experience in the United States. Observing the way in which Heroʼs 
involvement with the Civil War causes him to experience of emotions of confusion and 
contradiction about his beliefs, Father Comes Home reads as a story of Heroʼs suffering 
and his loss of the cultural bond with his old community in the tumultuous context of 
American history.
　　Parksʼs Father Comes Home comprises a trilogy set in the context of the Civil War 
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and revisits the theme and style of Eugene OʼNeillʼs trilogy, Mourning Becomes Electra 
(1931), which also depicts the homecoming of a father from the Civil War. Moreover, 
both Parks and OʼNeill look to the Greek literary canonical works, The Odyssey and 
Oresteia, respectively, for the theatrical frameworks they employ in their own plays. 
Seemingly, at the plot level, there is no clear connection between the two works. 
Rather, the characters of the two theatrical works form a stark contrast: the white 
Northerner in OʼNeillʼs plays and the black Southerner in Parksʼ plays. However, both 
plays are concerned with the issue of a “father” who comes home from the war. In fact, 
the first part of Electra centers on the theme of the fatherʼs homecoming, as if it 
precedes the title of Parksʼs trilogy. The purpose of this paper is to explore the 
relationship between Parksʼs Father Comes Home and OʼNeillʼs Electra to reexamine 
Parksʼs undertaking, which constitutes the reshaping of history, especially in terms of 
her intervention in the history of American dramatic literature. 
　　Critics have made the connection between Parks and O’Neill since her early 
works. For example, Barbara Ozieblo argues that Death of the Last Black Man in the 
Whole Entire World (1990) echoes “O’Neill’s experiments with expressionism in The 
Emperor Jones”(51). In this work, Parks relies on symbolic images and poetic language 
rather than chronological narratives to present the African American experience on 
stage. However, beginning with In the Blood (1999) and Fucking A (2000), both of 
which were adapted from Nathaniel Hawthorneʼs The Scarlet Letter, Parks turned to 
solid narrative structures to depict the suffering of her black characters. The most 
notable work in this shift is Topdog/Underdog, her play which won the Pulitzer Prize in 
2001. Topdog centers on the relationship between black brothers, Lincoln and Booth. 
Robert J. Andreach analyzes Topdog in his Tragedy in the Contemporary American 
Theatre and draws on the similarities between OʼNeill and Parks in terms of their focus 
on the tragic nature of suffering.1 Another reference to OʼNeillʼs influence on Parks is 
made by Hilton Als in his review of The Book of Grace (2010). Indicating that the 
work reflects Parksʼs continuing inclination toward writing narrative-based plays, Als 
suggests that the plot of the play shares numerous poignant similarities with Desire 
Under the Elms.2　Meanwhile, Soyica Diggs Colbert contributes one entire chapter on 
Parks in Visions of Tragedy in Modern American Drama: From O’Neill to the Twenty-
First Century, edited by David Palmer, whose mission is to explore a set of 
perspectives and approaches that “make American tragedy distinctive or peculiar”(6). 
Seeing Parksʼs name featured in the project to assess the values of American tragedy 
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tracing back to O’Neill, Father Comes Home seems to be the work that draws the 
direct influence out of the father of American drama. Thus, rather than opposing one to 
the other, I will analyze Father Comes Home in an endeavor to identify the footsteps of 
OʼNeillʼs Mourning Becomes Electra.
2. Parks and the Greek
　　OʼNeillʼs interest in the ancient Greeks has been widely discussed in accordance 
with the playwrightʼs ambition to create an American version of great tragedy. As 
Jeffery Kennedy suggests, OʼNeill is considered by most scholars as the first American 
playwright to integrate the essence of Greek theatre into his own works.3 As Kennedy 
explains, although he borrowed many elements from ancient Greek theatre—narratives, 
characters, and techniques such as the use of the chorus—OʼNeillʼs focus was always 
the creation of the modern psychological drama for the contemporary American people. 
In addition, Brenda Murphy argues that in Electra, OʼNeill installed the Greek as “a 
pseudo-classical civilization” to foreground the failure of the Mannons, as well as that 
of the United States, to overcome “moral hypocrisy and a life-denying repression of 
emotion, sexuality and aesthetic response to beauty” (136). In this scope, Parksʼs Father 
Comes Home follows OʼNeillʼs footsteps by setting the ancient Greeks in the present 
situation of black people in the United States.4 
　　While she did opt to adapt the Greek past into her play, Parks is less interested 
than first appears in overtly connecting her Father Comes Home with the Greek epic, 
Homerʼs Odyssey. Instead, the author seems happy to openly explain how the play 
derives from her own private life. Parks says that she conceived the idea of the play 
mostly from her childhood memories, especially those of her father, who was a career 
army officer and frequently went on war missions. In an interview conducted by 
Shawn-Marie Garret, Parks discusses several charactersʼ names in the play: Penny, 
which is a riff on Penelope in The Odyssey, is apparently based on a friend of hers. 
Another of Parksʼ characters, Homer, is not as connected with the Greek epic poet as he 
seems since the character remains at home. She even states that people can understand 
Father Comes Home without having read The Odyssey, suggesting that the plot of the 
play has little to do with that of The Odyssey.5 Although it does not offer Parks a 
narrative model to follow, the Greek poem gives her a theatrical mode that enables her 
audience to focus closely on the event transpiring onstage. Parks remarks that “[t]he 
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Greeks understood distance and the journey: their plays often include events that 
happen offstage and are retold later,” which leads the audience to question what is 
going on in front of them.6 In fact, in Father Comes Home, many important events 
happen offstage: Homerʼs failure to run away from Boss-Master, Heroʼs betrayal of 
Homer, the death of Boss-Master, and Heroʼs meeting with Alberta, for example. These 
events, which are not relevant to the original Greek epic, are only explained in 
monologue or dialogue, but in Parksʼs view, this technique helps her audience develop 
an increased awareness of what they are watching. 
　　Michiyo Matsumoto argues that Father Comes Home can be seen as a response to 
the Black Lives Matter movement in the United States since 2012 (334). This 
movement is a reaction to the relentless violence and injustice directed towards African 
American people even 150 years after the Civil War. In the explanation on how the 
situation of black slaves in the 19th century in the play resembles that of African 
American people in society today, Matsumoto sees that Hero, who is never certain how 
to win his independence from slavery, represents todayʼs young African American 
generation: they are unable to imagine their lives beyond a white-centered society 
(339). In this sense, Parksʼs use of the Greek is similar to that of OʼNeill, in that they 
each use ancient literature to try to draw the audienceʼs attention to the present situation 
in their own time.
3. A Desire to Become a Father
　　In Father Comes Home, the person to whom the “father” refers to is somewhat 
unclear. As a protagonist, Hero is apparently the holder of the title role, but he is not 
the only character who might be designated as “father.” In fact, Hero is not a “real” 
father but is, at best, a “potential” one; in the last scene of the play where he mentions 
his desire to have children and become a father. Moreover, it might be possible to argue 
that the title also refers to Boss-Master, whose body Hero awaits to return home for the 
burial. Indeed, the question of fatherhood – the paternalistic desire and patriarchal ideas 
therein – becomes a central issue, especially when interpreting Father Comes Home in 
comparison with OʼNeillʼs Mourning Becomes Electra. 
　　Hero has several different father-like figures: a biological father who was dead 
long ago; Old Man, an elderly slave in the slave cabin; and a white Boss-Master. The 
issue of the father-son relationship is first addressed by Old Man in Part 1. 
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Youʼre my son but as you know
I didnʼt make you from my spit.
Which makes me, I guess, a fake-father.
But you, Hero, no mistake, youʼre a real son through and 
　　through.
No, we donʼt got the luxury of blood between us,
And your arrival was a happenstance, but all that makes me
Double-bless the day you came here and looked up to me.
And here I am now. Looking up to you.
Oh, I wish I was your real daddy. (20)
Although he seems to prioritize the emotional connection to Hero over a blood 
relationship, Old Manʼs words foreshadow Heroʼs obsession with the idea of the “real” 
father. This desire for being a father sets Old Man in a competition with Penny 
regarding which responsibility, that of a son or a husband, Hero would prioritize. While 
Penny wants Hero to stay home close to her, Old Man insists that going to war is more 
important in Heroʼs development into an ideal man/son than remaining home and being 
a good husband. Unfortunately, the vision of the ideal man/son is undermined when 
Heroʼs past betrayal is exposed to the public: Hero had informed Boss-Master of 
Homerʼs plan to run away, and he helped Boss-Master capture Homer and bring him 
back home. This is the shameful act that contradicts the meaning of the name, Hero. 
What make matters worse for Old Man is that this betrayal also reveals Heroʼs total 
subjugation to—and even intimacy with—the Boss Master, for whom Hero decides to 
serve in the war and fight for slavery. After all, Hero is going to war not for Old Man 
but for his white master, who promises to free him after the war. Old Manʼs 
bewilderment is so significant that he says “I canʼt call you son anymore” (51). Old 
Man never shows up on stage afterward, but, ironically, his obsession with being a real 
father reappears at the end of the play, when Hero implies that Penny is infertile and 
leaves her for a new wife, in pursuit of his desire to have his own children.
　　The issue of patriarchal value, which haunts both Old Man and Hero, is one 
example of Parks’s repetition and revision of O’Neill’s Electra, whose male characters, 
especially that of the father Ezra, demonstrate patriarchal, misogynist views, at least 
before they come home from the Civil War. OʼNeillʼs Electra centers on the tragedy of 
the Mannon family in New England during the Civil War period. Unlike Father Comes 
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Home, no scenes in Electra takes place at the battlefront, although Orin tells his mother 
and sister how horrible the experience of the war was. As a result, compared to Father 
Comes Home, the narrative of Electra seems to lack a direct connection with the Civil 
War itself. Still, the war in Electra is worth considering to examine the ways in which 
the war changes the male characters. In the article “ʻItʼs Queer, Itʼs like Fateʼ: Tracking 
Queer in OʼNeillʼs Mourning Becomes Electra,” Mark Matterson focuses on the 
frequent use of the word “queer” and elucidates the historical transition of the meaning 
of the word, which he applies to the interpretation of the male charactersʼ sexuality. 
Interestingly, he also suggests that the word “queer” is related to “the inexplicable both 
in the nature of subjectivity and in the creation and maintenance of patriarchal authority 
in the Mannon men” (132). According to Matterson, after serving in the Civil War, both 
Ezra and Orin come to doubt the value of masculine, patriarchal concepts, upon which 
they had counted before the war.7 This new sense of doubt is obviously more relevant 
for Ezra, who comes home regretting that he only sought his manly ideal and a higher 
social position and neglected family life. Thus, after he returns to his wife, Christine, 
he expresses his regret to her:
MA NNON: [...]In the middle of battle Iʼd think maybe in a minute Iʼll be dead. 
But my life as just me ending, me as your husband being killed that seemed 
queer and wrong—like something dying that had never lived. Then all the 
years weʼve been man and wide rise up in my mind and I would try to look at 
them. But nothing was clear except that thereʼs always been some barrier 
between us─a wall hiding us from each other! I would try to make up my 
mind exactly what that wall was but I never could discover. (with a clumsy 
appealing gesture) Do you know? (308)
The war is not only a deadly battlefield for Ezra, but it is also a psychological 
confrontation where he has to question his prior belief. “A wall,” as Ezra calls it, was 
the obstacle that has separated him from his wife. In his hope to compensate “what that 
wall was” and restart his life with Christine, Ezraʼs newly acquired sense of self is 
clearly stated. For Orin, on the other hand, the change prompted by the war is less 
obvious, but it also affects Orin in a subversive way; as Matterson observes, Orin 
changes his perception of the world which were formerly saturated with manly virtues 
when he comes home from the war. It is arguable that the opulence of the term “queer” 
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used to describe Orin in the play explains the alternative mode of perception to “manly 
virtues.” Neither Ezra nor Orin can survive the familial catastrophe, but Mattersonʼs 
analysis of queerness helps the reader consider that the involvement with the Civil War 
results in the acknowledgment for Ezra and Orin of altered self, which would allow 
them to question the masculine, patriarchal values in the past, if not to destroy them. 
　　While the Civil War serves to alter the masculine ideal of Ezra and Orin, the same 
possibility of the anti-patriarchal concept is not available for Hero. Comparing these 
three characters, who serve in the Civil War, Hero is the only character who survives 
the familial conflicts following the aftermath of the war. However, Hero’s confused, 
even distorted attitude toward his old family after serving war emphasizes the 
poignancy of the war’s outcome for a black Confederate soldier who had to fight for 
the very thing he hoped to demolish. Hero’s failure to overcome his old-fashioned 
patriarchal values is an ironic revision of Ezra and Orin, at least from a feminist 
perspective.
4. White Father, Black Son
　　In Father Comes Home, Boss-Master often exhibits a paternalistic attitude toward 
Hero, and these are rather clichéd, melodramatic, and always tinged with the racist, 
paternalistic tone on the side of Boss Master.8 As Pierre Islam argues, a rhetoric of 
father-child relationship was deployed by proslavery men as a recourse for defending 
slavery. A white master as loving, benevolent father should protect his slaves as 
children because “black fathers were considered to be too incompetent to do their 
duties on their own” (2). Conversely, Heroʼs ambivalent feeling of intimacy for Boss-
Master is sometimes demonstrated in the play. This poignant, hurtful relationship 
between Boss-Master and Hero precisely echoes that of Ezra and Orin. 
　　In Electra, the relationship between Ezra and Orin is not an endearing in the 
slightest, especially from the sonʼs perspective. Although they never appear together on 
stage, Orinʼs indifference toward his fatherʼs death explicates their peculiarly poignant 
relationship. In fact, Orin expresses his honest feeling toward his father, which is often 
characterized by a pained tone. “He was the war to me” (328), says Orin to his sister 
Lavinia; meanwhile, to his mother, he confesses, “I wonʼt pretend to you Iʼm sorry heʼs 
dead!” (338). Though his attitude is partly nurtured by his mother, who almost 
exclusively occupies Orinʼs affection, and thus causes Oedipal rivalry towards his 
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father, his recollection of his father in the army attests to the fact that his enthrallment 
to his father on the battlefield is also the source of Orinʼs agonized feelings toward him. 
　　These descriptions of Ezra and Orin—antagonism, sarcasm, dependence, and 
subjugation—are all reminiscent of those shared between Boss-Master and Hero. In 
addition, a faux image of the heroic son is created by their fathers in both plays. In the 
case of Electra, Orin is made “hero” by his father due to Orinʼs act, which Orin himself 
considers nothing but a “joke.”
OR IN:[...] Of course, the joke was on me and I got this wound in the head for my 
pains. I went mad, wanted to kill, and ran on, yelling. Then a lot of our fools 
went crazy, too, and followed me and we captured a part of their line we hadnʼt 
dared tackle before. I had acted without orders, of course—but Father decided 
it was better policy to overlook that and let me be a hero! So do you wonder I 
laugh! (347)
This vision of Orin as a faux hero held by his father is repeated by Parks in her naming 
of Hero, the name that is given to him by Boss-Master. This naming proves nothing 
more than the exhibitionist ego of Boss-Master, who wants to perceive his “property” 
as more attractive, but their relationship is revealed as more complicated; this is 
evinced by Heroʼs attitude towards the death of Boss-Master, in which Hero expresses 
his sense of loss more strongly, which Orin does not show for his father.
I should have killed him.
I had the chance more than once but I didnʼt.
And where he finally died
I thought for a minute Iʼd follow him into the grave
Thatʼs how close we were.
You [to Homer],
You make me think of how I wronged you. Just like with me
　  and Master:
Iʼd always, just by being myself, Iʼd always be somehow 
　  reminding him
Of his Faults against me.
And so, to make it all right, to make it bearable, so I could
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　  find a way to breathe
I went and I cut out my soul.
I cut my soul out of myself.
And I gave it up to him.
Or I lost it.
Youʼre lucky. Youʼre going to a better place. (156)
Although Heroʼs repulsion for Boss Master is expressly stated, he cannot help but 
admit that he is similar to Boss Master in his injustice towards Homer (This is also the 
case in Electra, where Orin increasingly takes after his hated father and eventually 
finds himself lingering in his fatherʼs gloomy study). Moreover, in the act of burial, 
which Hero prepares for Boss-Master, an ethical act of mourning is involved, which is 
usually conducted by a family member. In Parksʼ other famous play, The America Play 
(1994), the burial is an essential ritual for the family, and for Lucy and Brazil in The 
America Play, the burial is the performative act that demonstrates their familial union.9 
It is this ethical act of mourning that prepares Hero to bury Boss-Master, which is a 
ritual that must be conducted by someone very close to the dead. 
　　In reading the relationship between Boss-Master and Hero as Parksʼs revision of 
Ezra and Orinʼs relationship, one sees that there is no counterpart for Christine, a 
female character who is situated in the center of the familial conflict. The significance 
of Penny as a female character is much weaker than that of Christine or Lavinia even 
though Penny is partly responsible for the male rivalry between Hero and Homer. 
Again borrowing from Masterson, Christine represents the “unreachable” (140), the 
desire for Orin that is prohibited by his fatherʼs existence. In Parksʼs play, the 
unreachable element is freedom, which is portrayed as a desire repressed by the 
authoritative father. Hero is the only person in the play who believes Boss-Masterʼs 
promise to free him. Besides Hero, no one other than Hero would dare to believe such 
a promise. For Homer, freedom is not a status that may be given by his master, but is 
instead something that is achieved by himself. For this reason, Homer tried to run away 
from Boss-Master even though he was not successful. Upon seeing the failure of 
Homer, Hero criticizes Homerʼs idea of freedom:
Go running. Go running here go running there
Go running who knows wherever.
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No real map no real nothing and getting no real freedom that
　  way. 
Grabbing, taking, snatching, begging, borrowing, stealing?
My Freedomʼs gonna be free of that.
Cause who would I be when Iʼm free that way?
Something stolen. A Stolen-Freedom?
That ainʼt me. (47)
A similar conversation is also exchanged with Smith in Part 2, when Hero and Smith 
discuss the meaning of being free and not enslaved; once again, Hero clings to the 
promise of his white master. In other words, for Hero, freedom is first something that is 
owned by Boss-Master; thus, he needs Masterʼs approval to become free so he does not 
feel guilty for “stealing” freedom from Boss-Master. However, this never happens, for 
the bereavement of Boss-Master leaves his promise, which constituted an impossible 
desire, unfulfilled. In this altered sense of the unreachable, from an Oedipal mother to a 
father’s treacherous promise of freedom, Parks’s revisionary undertaking functions as a 
catalyst for the reinterpretation of the Civil War experience of a black slave. By 
embedding O’Neill’s famous tragedy in her reexamination of the Civil War, Parks 
deftly revises O’Neill’s Electra; thus, she simultaneously follows her own path and that 
left by her forefather’s footsteps. 
5. Conclusion
　　In this paper, I examined how OʼNeillʼs footsteps are followed by Parks in Father 
Comes Home. It is Parksʼs turn to narrative that invites OʼNeillʼs text to interweave their 
stories. In the relationship between Boss-Master and Hero, which is reminiscent of that 
which exists between Ezra and Orin, we can see Parksʼs creation of a new African 
American version of and intervention in the Great History of American theater.
　　Compared with Electra, Father Comes Home is less realistic, and more comical in 
its tone. Still, Hero is no less a tragic character than Ezra and Orin. That which Ezra 
and Orin were able to obtain through the war—revelation toward new self-awareness—
is never available for Hero. In this sense of the unattainable, Parksʼs play reexamines 
the meaning of the historic war in the United States for an enslaved black man, for 
whom the war was nothing but an impasse and never created a black hero in a true 
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sense.
　　According to Deborah Geis, when Parks won the Pulitzer Prize, “it became time 
to worry that the dramatist had sold out by leaving the avant-garde and entering the 
Broadway mainstream” (112). This “worry” seems to result from the accessibility and 
comprehensibility of Topdog/ Underdog that becomes more available with Parksʼ more 
narrative-centered works than her earlier plays. Father Comes Home, which was 
produced fourteen years after Topdog, continues to show the same inclination toward 
narrative. However, turning to narrative does not necessarily mean abandoning political 
intervention into the mainstream, says Rebecca Schneider, in focusing on some 
contemporary artworks that deal with the Civil War.10 Especially for some feminist 
writers, according to Schneider, returning to narrative is concerned with “the problem 
of the impossibility of escaping Great Man history” and “the necessity of reenacting it 
from the parasitical and minor point of see” (75). While Parks is less obviously feminist 
(and part of a relatively younger generation) than the artists discussed by Schneider, the 
narrative of Father Comes Home can be perceived as a reenactment of the Masterpieces 
comprising the history of American theatre from the seemingly parasitical, minor 
perspective of a black slave who does not ultimately benefit from the Great Man 
history.
＊ This work was supperted by JSPS KAKENHI Grant Number 17K13365
1 Andreach, 61-69.
2 Als, 102-103. 
3 Kennedy, 15-30.
4 This is not to say that Parks exclusively follows OʼNeill in her use of Greek literature in her 
playwriting. There is a long tradition in which the African American playwrights adapt ancient 
Greek theatre into their own works, as discussed in Kevin J. Wetmore Jrʼs Black Dionysus: 
Greek Tragedy and African American Theatre. However, for the purpose of the paper, I focus 





8 For example, Boss-Master says that Hero is almost like son to him, as he expresses his 
hesitation to free him from slavery:
I would be sorry to see you go. I would be. […] Cause Iʼd be feeling like my good 
life had left me. Just like I felt when my son died but worse, cause you wouldnʼt be 
dead, Hero, youʼd just be gone. And Iʼd weep. (82)
9 Although in The America Play, the burial is not completed, but instead suspended as the 
impossible, Lucy and Brazil are motivated to search for the body of their Foundling Father 
owing to the familial responsibility they feel to bury him properly. 
10 Schneider, 61-86.
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